Ibex
January 2007
Psalm 104: 18 The high mountains belong to the wild goats; the crags are a refuge…

My memories of hunting ibex two years ago had faded, but within 15-minutes of
leaving the truck I was immediately reminded that hunting ibex in southwest New
Mexico has to be one of the toughest hunts in North America. Extreme, rugged
terrain; lung and leg burning climbs and descents; stomach-churning overlooks;
yep, this hunt has it all and more. It’s definitely not a hunt for anybody who is out
of shape or afraid of heights!
These types of challenges are exactly why I personally like this hunt so much,
and consider it my favorite in New Mexico. One can’t fully appreciate the
blessings of life without the opportunity to step off the beaten path and face the
challenge and test oneself!

Imposing view of typical Florida rocks jutting 2,000 feet out of the desert

My initial assault was at a new area that a recent acquaintance had told me
about where he had constructed a blind near a heavily-used ibex trail. Although I
was able to find the road to his parking spot, I had difficulty figuring out exactly
where he directed me to go, so I just cinched up my boots and backpack and
headed uphill. Planning on bivying out, I carried my tent, sleeping bag and
enough food and water to be comfortable, if somewhat Spartan, for 4-5 days if
necessary.
Needless to say, climbing with a full backpack is grueling, but throughout my
climb I was able to glass ibex on the surrounding cliffs and peaks, which helped
buoy my spirits and gave me incentive to keep going. I spotted a group of
bachelor Billies at the top of a cliff well out of rifle range, but they provided my
first photos of respectable animals. In addition, occasional tracks, droppings and
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rubs confirmed that ibex were around, so I peered around and over every new
obstacle hoping for a glimpse of one within bow range.

Fresh horn rubs were a good sign that the Billies were rutting…

First sighting of some respectable Billies…but my bow wasn’t sighted in for 800-yards!

Soon after reaching the base of the rocky cliffs I spotted a group of Nannies that
appeared to be licking minerals from a cave-like overhang. I was able to
photograph them from ~150-yards, but could not get closer due to the limited
cover. I marked the location in hopes that ibex returned to the spot, but during
the couple of days I hunted the area I was unable to confirm whether or not the
apparent lick was used with any regularity. That the Nannies were able to pick
me off at that distance with only my camouflaged hat and facemask peering
above some rocks from a ravine below them is testament to just how observant
these critters are, making them nearly impossible to approach within bow range.
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Nannies staring at me from the possible mineral lick

I later located the ibex trail and blind recommended to me; however, fresh snow
indicated that ibex hadn’t been utilizing the trail, and snow near the blind made
hiking in the area fairly treacherous.
Furthermore, I had difficulty locating any flat spot large enough for my bivy tent,
so ended up camping in the middle of the ibex trail. My camp spot was out of the
wind and had a great view…but wasn’t for the faint of heart or sleepwalkers!

Tremendous view, but don’t sleepwalk here!
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Another view

View out of my tent door

Sunset from cliff camp
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Ibex dropping were very thick in places on the trail

On my second night spent at the cliff camp a storm blew in and dumped ½” of
snow on the area while clouds dropped visibility to a matter of yards. Most of the
snow melted as it fell, but it stuck in many places, adding a little “spice” to hiking
conditions. Despite the clouds I managed to locate some Nannies below me
prior to sundown and position myself for a shot. After creeping onto an 8-inch
wide ledge (maybe 10-12’ up, so really not life-threatening), I tried to snake an
arrow through an opening in a bush 10-yards from me. Alas, I missed a 60-yard
shot at a Nanny. Due to clouds and poor visibility I was unable to actually see
where my arrow went. The shot felt good (as good as it could be while balancing
on a ledge and leaning against a rock wall), but upon my release there was just
dead silence. The arrow didn’t hit the ibex or the rock cliff upon which it was
perched…it probably ended up in Mexico as that’s where it was headed!

I had a bit of snow/clouds, which made for interesting hunting conditions…

Throughout my hunt I was able to check in via cell phone daily with my wife
and daughter, as well as another hunter, Ward, from Texas. In addition a
couple of work-related calls came through when my cell phone was on at pre-
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arranged times to check in with Ward (do I get to bill that time?!). The
funniest was when another consultant on my project team said “are you
anywhere near a computer where I could email you some information?”
Several days later I met up with Ward and hunt with him for a day and a half,
which made for fun camaraderie. Right off the bat I was able to lead him to a
cliff overlook where we peered down to see 2 Nannies at 48-yards below,
only to have them spot us while I was preparing to shoot and Ward was
preparing to take a photo: despite being in the shade and tucked behind a
large dead tree and a hundred feet above them!
Some other noteworthy items included:
• Ward and I spotted a pair of glowing eyes as we hiked back to camp by
headlamps. Thinking only two animals lived in the Floridas (ibex and
cougars) I immediately dug out my Surefire flashlight and was surprised
and somewhat relieved to see a ring-tailed cat! Having never seen one
before it was a real treat: a small fox-like animal with a bushy black and
white striped tail. Nighttime photos didn’t work out well, but the memory
remains.
• Ward and I spotted 2 Muy Grande ibex and watched them from ~800yards; however, we were unable to relocate them. A great photo of the
big one silhouetted on the horizon made for a nice trophy, though.
• Ward and I also endured a blizzard that included howling wind and ~1.5”
of snow. I should have known better than to state before going to sleep
“sure, go ahead and leave your boots and socks out…they’ll dry overnight
and there won’t be frost in the morning”. Sure enough about 3AM I heard
the wind kick up and snowflakes began to pelt our tents.
• Stalked a herd, including the 2 Muy Grandes, and finally managed to get
above them on a rocky outcrop. One Nanny snorted at me from 35-yards,
but disappeared before I could nock an arrow. I never did see the rest of
the herd despite being well within bow range.
• Stalked another herd and got within 50-yards of two Nannies but could
only see their heads. They acted suspicious (I think the wind was swirling)
and they moved off, again without me spotting any more of the herd,
which included one big Billy.
• Found a ~32” Billy skull, a 40” Billy horn that had broken off, and a couple
of Nanny horns.
• Was able to get in an hour or so of Bible reading each night before going
to sleep. With 12-hours of darkness and evening temperatures below
freezing, once dinner was completed there was nothing left to do but slip
into my sleeping bag, check in with Laurie & Robin via cell phone, and
then read a few chapters of my pocket Bible. When until it became too
cold to keep my arms out of the bag I’d snug up the mummy bag around
my face, pray that Robin continued to be on good behavior for Laurie, and
drift off to sleep to try and let my sore legs recover before morning.
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Snow camping with Ward

Blizzard with Ward
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Hiking out after first hunting foray

Hiking out after first hunting foray

Care to take a climb on some rocks?!
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Second Attempt
After heading home for a week, I returned by myself for a 4-day second attempt.
After a 2-hour work-related bridge photo session resulted in me getting to the
Floridas later than planned, I parked, shouldered my backpack and began the 2hour climb to the top ready to bivy again.
Part way up it began to sprinkle and I made a mental note that the raingear I
elected to lug up the hill this time might be worth its extra weight. Two-thirds of
the way up the mountain it began to pour, thick clouds rolled in and I began to
wonder whether I should have simply stayed in the truck! After initially feeling
sorry for myself, I decided that if I were in Alaska I would continue to hunt in
weather like this (NM weather sure has spoiled me) and if I became too
miserable I could certainly make the 2-hour trek back to the truck even if sopping
wet, so I pushed on.
As I arrived at my camp site the rain let up temporarily so I quickly set up my tent
and tossed all of my sleeping gear and extra clothing inside to ensure they
stayed dry and begin hiking in hopes of “something happening” despite the thick
clouds reducing visibility to mere yards.
Within 10-minutes of hiking I thought my eyes were playing tricks on me as I saw
a white ghostly image shimmer in and out of view, then realized it was two
whopper ibex! I quickly nocked an arrow and stared ahead wishing the clouds
would give me another glimpse. Alas, not knowing which way to move I could
only hold tight. Suddenly the clouds whipped away to nearly blinding sunlight
and blue sky! My expanded view revealed the two huge Billies cresting a ridge
about 150-yards below me. I quickly headed after them and dumped my
raingear as I passed by my tent as the clouds appeared to be disbursing.
Unfortunately, less than 10-minutes later, prior to relocating the Billies, the rain
and clouds returned with a vengeance, which made me scurry for my raingear!
Abandoning the two Billies in the clouds, I retraced my steps in the original
direction. Reaching a high point from which I had glassed ibex in the past I
simply hunkered down and hoped the gradual brightness above me was a hint
that the clouds would break again. My spirits soared as blue sky appeared
straight above, and shortly thereafter the sky began to clear for good, allowing
me to get some of my most photogenic shots of a mature Billy and his band on
an outcrop below me.
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This majestic Billy posing in the sun with clouds billowing behind him was absolutely breathtaking.

Close-up of this whopper.

Unfortunately, an hour later after pulling off a marvelous stalk to within 74-yards
of this bedded behemoth, I misjudged his hasty steps after he noticed me
ranging him and shot underneath him. Upon later review, he had appeared to
have moved parallel to me, but after reviewing the circumstances I discovered
that he had actually moved diagonally away from me to about 85-yards and I
shouldn’t have even shot.

Billy bedded just prior to standing up and darting 10-yards farther away before my shot.

Thrilled to have gotten within bow range of a bedded, unsuspecting ibex, I made
my way back to camp in the dark and settled in for a hot meal. After retrieving
my previously-stashed fuel canisters I discovered that while I thought the severe
cold at the end of my previous trip had caused my stove not to light (see previous
snow photos) in reality the canisters were empty  But I found out that cold
Dinty Moore stew is decent table fare and in fact ANY meal with 3 homemade
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chocolate chip cookies for dessert is actually pretty darn good  The next
morning I also learned that cream of wheat will rehydrate itself in water overnight
but when it’s frozen solid you have to wait until noon to eat your breakfast 
The next day dawned clear and with little wind, so with an energy bar in my belly
for breakfast I headed off to look for ibex. Right off the bat I found that the same
group of ibex that I had stalked the night before had returned to nearly the same
location, minus the whopper. The group contained 2 medium-sized Billies, so I
repeated my stalk in an attempt to get within bow range a second time in as
many attempts.
After nearly 45-minutes of sliding and slithering downhill through and around
brush and cactus I found myself within 90-yards of the feeding group. The stalk
resulted in some new holes and a section of torn out stitching in the rear of my
pants, which made for a little “breezier” conditions for the remainder of the hunt,
but it was worth it.
As I considered my next move, the lead Nanny stopped feeding and began to
walk diagonally toward me on a path that would take her ~50-yards downhill from
me and the entire group began to follow. I quickly scanned for a shooting lane
below me and had no sooner ranged the distance when she walked through it;
however, as I raised my bow I realized that with the 50-yard pin lined up, my 20yard pin was solidly blocked by a solid wall of tree branches, meaning that the
arch of my arrow would be above the opening, making the shot impossible. I
could only watch helplessly as the respectable Billy came through the same
opening. I continued to move parallel with the group as I slithered downhill and
managed to stay within 35 to 80-yards of them for nearly 45 thrilling minutes, but
although I could occasionally glimpse them I was unable to get a clear shot with
all of the brush. Finally they reached an open rocky area and quickly darted
beyond bow-range, so all I could do was snap some photos…
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The group after darting to 100+ yards.

Later that morning the wind picked up, but I managed to locate a grizzled old
warrior Billy with massive bases and two broken horns; however, the nearest I
could get was 89-yards with a deep chasm separating us. With gusty 30-mph
winds added to the distance, there was simply no way to try to get an arrow into
him. I sure did enjoy watching him and his young sidekick and seeing his long
beard sway in the gusts was neat.

The next morning dawned clear with a howling west wind, making it difficult to
walk at times and nearly impossible to hold binoculars steady enough to glass
without resting them against a rock. Although I spotted a group of Nannies that I
opted to not go after, I had trouble finding any other ibex for most of the morning.
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Finally, just before noon, I peered over yet another cliff but couldn’t see the
bottom. Not wanting to try to find a way to climb down without knowing whether I
might find any prize at the bottom, I tossed a small pebble over to see what
would happen. Here’s what took me by surprise and popped into view…

Unfortunately, I wasn’t prepared for this unexpected turn of events and was
unable to prepare for a shot prior to the Billy hopping behind a pile of rocks. Note
to self: have distances pre-ranged, and an arrow nocked prior to tossing pebbles
over cliffs…
By moving a short distance I was able to relocate the medium-sized Billy where
he had bedded down just on the other side of the rock pile.

Initial position.
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Later he shifted positions and put his head down to doze – perfect for a stalk!

Although the Billy was snoozing at 79-yards (horizontal, per my Opti-Logic
Rangefinder), because he was so far below me the he really was probably well
over 100-yards away. I had to try to get closer to feel comfortable in attempting a
shot. By scaling down some steep terrain, none of which was life-threatening
(honest, Laurie), I was able to arrive at a rock which I had pre-ranged at 34-yards
from the bedded Billy. Taking a moment to calm my nerves and say a quick
prayer, I drew my bow and leaned around the rock. The Billy hadn’t moved and
presented me with a perfect shot. Upon my release, I saw my arrow strike the
dirt literally inches below his body. I nocked another arrow as he jumped up,
unsure of what had happened. His first jump put him behind a bush, but I could
see a likely rock outcrop that he might step onto and I lined up for another shot.
As he stepped up and faced away from me (although he was still below me so
my shot was angling down as if from a treestand) I came to full draw and
released, only to see my arrow streak by his side. Darn, two misses at 34-yards.
No wind, simply no excuse for the misses, and I was crestfallen as he literally
dove over the cliff beyond.
The trudge back up the steep face behind me was disheartening to say the least.
Shortly thereafter I managed to locate what was likely the same broken-horned
monarch I had seen the day before, a medium Billy, and a couple of Nanny’s
alternately feeding and bedding on a cliff far below me. Considering them
unreachable I was satisfied to remain tucked out of the now howling wind just
watching them and snapping photos.
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Unreachable, or so I first thought…

After studying them for 20-minutes I envisioned a route down a steep rocky chute
that was non-vertical enough to contain vegetation and loose rocks. Quickly
maneuvering to the chute while staying out of sight of the ibex, I began my stalk.
The chute was surprisingly easy to go down, and literally 10-minutes later I found
myself at my pre-identified cactus landmark indicating I’d be within 45-yards of
the ibex with no way to get closer without ropes.
I eased to the edge of a rock outcrop, drew my bow and rose up to see the
medium Billy bedded below me. The wind was shaking my bow like leaf on a
tree, but I tried to relax, hold steady as possible, and make a smooth release.
My arrow again flew barely low and impacted the rock below the Billy’s chest. I
nocked another arrow as he jumped up, but then saw the big broken-horned Billy
step out below me so I shifted to attempt a shot at him. This time my arrow flew
slightly left as I struggled to keep my bow steady in the gale force gusts. They all
disappeared over the cliff edge and skedaddled out of the area. I was
disappointed in the misses, but with the wind I didn’t feel too bad, and considered
it quite a success to have gotten well within bow range of another band of ibex.
This close encounter marked the end of my true close encounters, despite
locating some more animals on the following day, the last day of season.
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In closing, here are a few photos to make sure you’re still awake…

Sneaking a peek for ibex below…

Broader view of the same location! (it looks worse than it was…)
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Sunrise at favorite campsite on my last day with the nice Billy skull I found and ended up tagging.

Additional photos of some of God’s most impressive creatures….
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Psalm 113: 2-3 Let the name of the Lord be praised, both now and forevermore. From
the rising of the sun to the place where it sets, the name of the Lord is to be praised.
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